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You can use any old junk wool to make felt.

This attitude can result in major problems. Fleece or processed
fiber that is unfit for spinning (because of coarseness, improper
or overlong storage, staining, easy breakage, or damage from dye-
ing) is suddenly supposed to be transformed into lovely, quality
fabric. Yes, dirty wool will be effectively scoured by the felting
process, colors will lighten with cleaning, and some stiffness and
stickiness will be removed; but coarse, wiry, brittle, short fleece
will make rough and unpleasant felt. The quality of the finished
product can be no better than the quality of the ingredients.
If you really do need to empty your junk bags and clean up those
odds and ends of wool by making felt out of them, may I suggest
some alternate strategies? First, take those really bad wools, and
card them in with wool that is of good quality. An even blend of
junk fleece with good, spinnable wool will give a surprisingly nice
product! Next, consider making the inside layers of your felt out
of the poor wool and covering them with a layer of quality wool.
Be certain to make a small sample of this, though, as the wools
may be of such different diameter, crimp, or scale formation that
the layers have a hard time adhering to one another. (If your first
attempt doesn’t work, try again with a wool more similar in phys-
ical properties to the original.)

All wool felts well, so it doesn’t really matter what breed
of fleece you use.

To disprove this idea, simply insert the word spins where the word
felts appears. Does all wool spin the same? Of course not! The
same is naturally true for feltmaking. Fleece differences among
individuals of the same breed, which result in part from varia-

tions in health, age, nutrition, and husbandry, further compli-
cate your wool selection. You must also consider the desired end
product: should the fabric be soft or hard, flexible or stiff, airy or
compact, thick or thin, shiny or dull? When making felt, you
must be as sensitive to breed and product as you are when spin-
ning.
If you have never attempted feltmaking or have never worked in
an organized manner with specific breeds, I suggest making a piece
of felt from a medium-grade wool, such as Corriedale, which is
clean, open, and tempting to spin. Then, using the same amount
of wool and the same feltmaking procedures, experiment with
finer and coarser wools. A fine wool, such as Merino or Ram-
bouillet, will be a bit more difficult to control than the medium
fleece but will yield a soft, yet firmly compacted, product. Next
try a long, lustrous wool, such as Lincoln, and notice that the felt
takes longer to harden (hold together in its first stages of work).
The fulling (final rubbing to make a firm product) will also take
longer, and the resulting felt will have more open character. It
will feel weaker and more spongy, because there are fewer scales
and a more open crimp. Then try some of the breeds in between,
such as Cormo or Romney, and some of the exotics, and consid-
er the appropriate uses for the resulting fabrics. Your study set
can be enormously helpful when you design future projects. There
is no perfect breed, but there are perfect uses for the quality felt
that can be made from the various distinct wool types.

That article I read said I should use 4 ounces wool and I
would get 50 percent shrinkage.

Felt cannot be made by recipe, as there are simply too many vari-

Felt—Myths and Reality:
There’s felt, and then there’s FELT!

Here are some tips on how to make it right ...
by Kate Martinson

T heoretically, when wool is exposed to moisture, abrasion, and heat, it will mat or felt. According to books on textile science or felt-
making, it should be so easy—but in actual fact, for many of us it is not! During my own years of experimentation, production, teach-
ing, and talking, I have heard a few statements again and again. Some are true and helpful, but often the comments represent real

problems that people encounter.
The following frequently heard comments reflect problems in understanding or procedure that are easily remedied. Take a look! We all have
made mistakes in our feltmaking, and many of these common errors are easily avoided. Do you hear yourself saying these things? Does
your felt reflect some of these qualities? If so, give felt another try! It is easy to make moisture, heat, and abrasion work for you!



ables. The process is affected by variations in physical properties
of the wool, in pH, minerals and additives in the water, in prepa-
ration of the wool layers, and in plain old human muscle! There
is no sure way to predict results other than to do some research
and then to make samples.
The procedure that I find most useful for making test pieces is
simple. Begin by laying out a standard amount of wool, say one
ounce, into a 10" × l0" square of at least three layers. Process this
using your standard water solution and hardening and fulling
methods. You can easily tell shrinkage rate as you proceed, since
every inch of shrinkage represents 10 percent (if your product is
8" × 8", it has shrunk 20 percent). This sample will also help you
determine final fabric thickness and web density. By examining
the qualities of the sample objectively, you can then alter the
amount of wool used, the original size, and the processing method
so that your product has the look, feel, and sturdiness you desire.

To get started, you just spread the wool out . . . it will
sort of tighten and mat together as you go.

Good felt is the result of a controlled process, not good inten-
tions or luck. And perhaps the most critical stage in the process
is laying out the wool properly on your working surface. Depend-
ing on the desired thickness and flexibility of your felt, use two
to six layers of prepared wool. (These layers can be made of rolags;
combed roving, fluffed with hands to open it up a bit; or carded
batts. All have the potential for success, as long as they are even-
ly dense and their edges are feathered and loose, so that the over-
lapped areas are not overly thick, nor apparent to sight or touch.)
The fiber orientation of each layer should be perpendicular to
that of adjacent layers. You need to construct an even grid of pre-
pared fibers.
Multiple layers of overlapping bundles work much better than
one clumsy, uneven sheet. It’s tempting to use a commercial batt
as is, but I have best success if I recard it and relayer to the appro-
priate thickness. It is tempting, too, not to be concerned with
good overlapping and to count on the next layer to average out
the thickness. Incorrect overlapping causes layers to interlock
within themselves, rather than interlocking with adjoining bun-
dles to form a sturdy web. The result: Holes in your felt! Use your
eyes and your hands to check for proper overlapping and uniform
thickness, to be sure the batt is as perfect as you want the fin-
ished product to be.

I just throw some soap in my water and start to rub.

Successful feltmakers have favorite recipes for their water solu-
tions, which they use consistently. Hot water aids the process by
causing the fibers to swell, thus lifting the microscopic scales away
from the fiber’s core. An alkaline solution lubricates the scales,
keeping them slightly open so that they will catch scales on neigh-
boring fibers more quickly. Alkaline soaps and ammonia or bak-
ing soda encourage this lubrication. (Old recipes often used oat-
meal or fuller’s earth instead of soap.) Avoid soap with expen-
sive additives that can interfere with its efficiency. Water soft-
ener can be added to make the soap work better.
After years of experimentation, I now use and recommend a recipe
shared with me by my Norwegian friend, Anna Lise Hopstad.
This simple formula has worked well for me wherever I have tried

it, despite varying water conditions. To one pint of hot water,
add one teaspoon of ammonia to make the solution alkaline. If
the water is not already soft, add one teaspoon of water softener
to make the soap more effective. Add a bar of Fels Naptha soap
or any other dense, plain bar soap, and let it soak for about five
minutes. Then rub the soap to make enough lather to cloud the
water and make it feel quite slippery. Leave the soap in the solu-
tion and rub your hands with it periodically if you are using your
hands directly on the wool during the hardening process. Feel
free to alter this recipe to suit your methods, materials, and water
conditions.

The more soap, the better the felt.

Although soap does scour the wool, its primary purpose is to lubri-
cate and open the microscopic scales. Friction or abrasion caus-
es scales on neighboring fibers to catch and form the network
that holds the wool together as fabric. Too much soap, however,
ceases to act as a lubricant and begins to prevent the scales from
catching.
With practice you will know when you’ve added too much soap.
Instead of a cloudy, slippery liquid, you will have lots of lather, a
really thick feeling as you rub your fingers together, and a very
milky look to the mixture. Excess lather prevents the scales from
contacting efficiently, and it makes your hands less sensitive to
the qualities of the wool, which can cause you to underwork the
felt. Practice will teach you when to rinse excess soap from your
piece or when to add more hot solution (containing additives,
but no soap).

If your layers separate, or you get a hole in your felt, you
can always make the piece into an interesting wall hang-
ing.

One wall hanging might be okay, but consistently planning slip-
pers, hats, mittens, and yardage and ending up with wall deco-
rations wastes your time and damages the reputation of felt. Peo-
ple in northern China live in felt houses. Scandinavians have
made good-quality felt mittens and boot liners for centuries. You
can learn to make good felt, without holes and shifted layers. As
mentioned before, begin with careful layering, and then work
the layers together to form a controlled web. There are several
valid techniques.
First you might try felting between sheets of fabric or screen that
have been stitched together by hand. You may be tempted to
harden and full in your washing machine, but I recommend work-
ing the felt by hand. By controlling the process yourself, you can
actually see and feel the felt as it forms and can prevent layers
from shifting.
Another method that keeps you in control is to layer the wool
on a reed mat and roll up the wool jellyroll style. This method,
common in Asia, is increasingly popular in the United States
and Canada. It is efficient for working large pieces.
Using a northern European technique, you can spread out your
wool on a wooden board or tray with nothing to contain the lay-
ers except the weight of the water solution as it is dribbled or
misted onto the batt. This method, which I prefer, lets you see
and feel the wool directly. You can make changes immediately
as needed. There are many variations of these techniques. Con-
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sult various references and try different methods, working slow-
ly to notice the subtle changes which will occur.

Once a layer separates, there is no way to fix it.

While you are hardening the wool, giving it the first and more
gentle abrasion, it may shift or stick to your hand or tool, caus-
ing the batt to separate. Don’t give up . . .  just try some first aid.
You have two mending choices. Try the first and easiest method;
if you do not succeed, then try the second.
When you first notice that layers have begun to separate, stop
and dry your hands. You will need to make a patch to sandwich
between the offending wool layers. Shape some similar dry wool
into a thin layer, about half the bulk of the original layer and
slightly larger than the section which has come apart. Be sure to
keep the patch dry (dry wool sticks easily to wet, but not wet to
wet), place it between the wet layers, remoisten, and slowly begin
to work the area again.
A second method is to sew together the layers which have come
apart, before hardening is complete and fulling begins. Use loose-
ly spun thread of the same color as the area to be mended. (Hand-
spinners have it made here; they can spin the thread to coordi-
nate perfectly!) With a pointed needle, sew through the layers
with a running stitch. Then return to fulling, and encourage the
thread itself to become a part of the felt. If the yarn is well
matched, and the hardening and fulling are done carefully, the
mend can be virtually invisible. Or you might choose a soft yarn
in a contrasting color, use decorative embroidery stitches, and
incorporate the sewing as a design element.

You need to shock the wool alternately with hot and cold
water to make the felt hold together.

Perhaps this misconception comes because we have been taught
not to treat raw wool or wool fabric this way “because it will felt.”
Cold water can be used in felting (Greek flokati rugs and Maine
fishermen’s mittens are made this way), but the process is simply
not efficient. Hot water causes fibers to swell and makes the scales
catch together more quickly. Although textile mills finish some
fabrics with alternating hot and cold water, commercial felt is
made with hot water. Frequent temperature changes waste your
effort and are hard on the wool.
Use the hottest water your hands can work with, and keep it hot.
As the water in your batt cools, replace it with more hot solu-
tion. I work on a tray and pour off the water solution as it cools,
then reheat it to save materials and time.

You can’t really control what you get.

When hardening is complete, the wool sheet should hold togeth-
er but will feel stretchy and spongy. At this point, the piece is
rubbed on a rough surface, such as a washboard, felt board, bas-
ket, or broiler pan. This is when you control the shape, shrink-
age, flatness, density, and thickness. Work your felt until you get
the exact type of fabric you want (assuming that you started with
an appropriate wool).
Rub the fabric vigorously on both sides and in all directions. As
the piece nears completion, you will want to rinse it occasional-
ly so that the soap does not keep you from feeling the actual loft
of the fabric. If you are afraid of going too far, you can stop short

of your goal, rinse the piece thoroughly, block (shape) it, dry it,
and analyze it. Then, if you are not satisfied, you can dampen it
and work it again until it looks and feels right. Be fussy—the
results will be worth the effort.

Just wash some water through, and you’re done!

Whoops! Do you really want to wear all that soap and ammonia?
Be sensible about rinsing. You’ve constructed a fabric with an
extremely close web which is difficult to rinse thoroughly. Soap
and chemical residues can damage the fibers and will attract dirt.
Repeatedly squeeze water through your felt until the rinse water
is clear, the wool feels clean and open, and there is absolutely no
soap smell left. Water softener added to the rinse water helps
remove soap residue and is especially helpful when rinsing thick,
dense fabric. You have worked hard to make that felt, so rinse it
well and use it with pride!

I hope I’ve given you the incentive to try feltmaking or improve
the felt you already produce. Make samples, continue to check
your work, and note what works for you in the pursuit of quali-
ty felt.
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